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A treasure trove of knowledge approximately phrases and words that originated in Greek and
Roman texts.
"It's Greek to Me" was once a enjoyable learn for me. i discovered a replica of it in a used book
shop and purchased it at the assumption that its brief entries will be a quick, shallow read. To
my delight, i discovered that during addition to a brush-up of classical stories, the publication is
usually a goldmine of etymological words from Greek and Latin.Let me divide that assertion in
half. the most focus--something like 60%--of "It's Greek to Me" is upon telling or retelling regular
tales from the Greek and Roman worlds. For instance, the writer recaps such well-known
figures as Plato, Aristotle, Pliny the Elder, and Horace. each one of those entries is
approximately a web page in length, permitting the reader to digest the data in bite-sized
nuggets. the data is rewarding, and Macrone is cautious to track the impact of those tales into
destiny (English-speaking) generations.The remainder of the e-book is, again, an etymological
goldmine. in the event you get pleasure from studying approximately note history, this is often
the place the ebook will shine for you. words It's Greek to Me resembling "Eat your center out"
are traced in brief, transparent prose that exhibits the journey language took to make it from
Greek to our present usage. different words such "All roads result in Rome" also are addressed,
although Macrone is cautious to teach that they're now not precisely from the resource (he
notes once they do seem within the types that we all know them--for example, "The face that
introduced one thousand ships" didn't seem until eventually Marlowe).I could positioned this ebook on par with different renowned bills of observe origins resembling "I like it if you speak
Retro" or "In the Land of Invented Languages". when you have learn both of It's Greek to Me
these (or others like them), you'll take pleasure in this booklet as well.*Note: i can't get italics to
paintings in this review...I have positioned citation marks round the longer titles to differentiate
them. I do realize that this isn't following prescriptive rules.
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